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Abstract— Endovascular aneurysm repair (EVAR) is a minimally invasive approach for abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA)
treatment. Compared to open surgery, the benefits of EVAR
include faster recovery and shorter time in hospital as well as no
general anesthesia (in most cases). Though EVAR has become
a preferred way to treat AAA with an increasing number of
procedures, there are persisting complications, e.g. stent graft
migration. Suturing the stent graft to the aorta increases the
displacement force necessary to move the implant. This paper
describes the design of a suturing catheter for EVAR. The
suturing device consist of two modules which can be inserted
through the femoral arteries into the abdominal aorta where
both join using an electro-magnetic connector. The positioning
module provides an anchor inside the aorta for the suturing
module and new sequential positions for each stitch. Our largescale prototype is validated inside a phantom vessel made of
silicone material. We are able to successfully prove the concept
of this novel single-sided suturing catheter for EVAR.

I. INTRODUCTION
Abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA) is a disease of the
human’s main blood vessel that runs from the heart down
through the chest and abdominal area. Risk factors such
as smoking, high blood pressure, and other heart or blood
vessel diseases are associated with a weakening of the aortic
wall and with AAA formation [1]. The vessel will bulge
which can get bigger over time and might burst (rupture),
causing life-threatening bleeding. In 2013, AAA resulted in
168,200 deaths [1]. Depending on the severity, the aorta will
eventually need to be repaired either through open surgery
or Minimally Invasive Surgery (MIS) with the use of an
endovascular stent graft [2]. Since the mid-80s, Endovascular Aneurysm Repair (EVAR) has become the preferred
minimally invasive AAA treatment due to advantages over
open surgery including less blood loss, shorter surgery time
and reduced mortality within the first 30 days [3]. However,
patients that undergo an EVAR procedure are subject to
long-term complications, such as stent-graft migration [4],
[5]. A stent graft migration can lead to loss of fixation and
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Fig. 1. 3D CAD model of the modular suturing system composed of
a positioning and suturing catheter module. Each module can be inserted
through the femoral arteries into the abdominal aorta where the device
assembles.

leaks (called Type I endoleaks) that occur around the top
stent graft. Due the blood flow into the sac caused by Type
I endoleaks, the pressure inside the sac raises increasing
the risk of rupture [4], [6]. Migration occurs in between
3-28% of EVAR cases in the first three years after EVAR
depending on the type of stent graft [2], [7]. Studies show
that reinterventions are required for up to 24% of patients
due to migration in the long run [8]. In [9], researchers
investigated the proximal fixation of a number of aortic stent
grafts in comparison to a hand-sewn anastomosis (conducted
in open surgery). They concluded that a sutured anastomosis
fixates a graft better than any stent design tested.
Medical suturing devices are commercially available. However, these instruments are suture passers, hand held apparatuses that enable the surgeon to access the surgical
site through a smaller incision. The surgeon needs to pass
an integrated needle through the soft tissue and then feed
the needle back in order to make a stitch. Hence, access to both sides of the soft tissue is necessary. A suture passer usually performs interrupted stitches or running
stitches. Examples of commercial suture passers are Smith
& Nephew R FIRSTPASSTM , EndoEvolution R Endo360◦TM ,
Ethicon R Suture assistantTM , Boston Scientific R Capio R ,
Apollo R OverStitchTM , GORE R Suture PasserTM , Cayenne
Medical R CrossFix R and Quattro R , Ceterix Orthopaedics R
NovoStitch R , Covidien R Endo StitchTM and Covidien R
SILSTM Stitch Articulating Suturing Device. None of these
commercially available endoscopic suturing devices are capable of automatically perform continuous chain stitches or
lock stitches as required to fix a stent-graft to the internal
aortic wall [10].
A number of researchers have investigated solutions for
the endoscopic suturing problem. One approach involves

robotizing aforementioned manual, commercially available
suture passers such as the Endo360◦TM [11], [12], the Endo
StitchTM device [13] or SILSTM by Covidien R [14]. The
earlier mentioned challenges have not been overcome by
the automation of these instruments. Another method has
been proposed by designing a grasping mechanism with a
high number of Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) in order to
manipulate a curved needle [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21]. Good visual feedback of the operating area is required
which is not provided during EVAR procedures. In [22],
[23], a suturing device is described called HeartfloTM . This
anastomotic device automates the suturing process simultaneously delivering 10 sutures through the graft and vessel
wall - hence, a continuous suturing procedure cannot be
achieved. Studies have shown that a continuous suture pattern
in end-to-end anastomosis might result in the purse-string
effect crimping the artery wall at high blood pressures [24],
[25]. However, it is reported that the continuous pattern
is considered a haemostatic suturing technique resulting in
bleeding to stop immediately [26]. This sealing ability is
desirable for the prevention of Type-I endoleaks. Hence,
there is a need of a new automated suturing device that
allows fixation of stent-grafts to the internal aortic wall using
a continuous suturing pattern.
In this paper, we present a new design of a suturing catheter
for EVAR allowing single-sided suturing in a minimally
invasive way. The device has great potential to operate in
vivo, inside the aortic root, and deliver a continuous suturing
pattern around the artery circumference (see Figure 1). The
suturing catheter builds on our previous work in [27] creating
new kinematic structures for a single, one-sided stitching
device. However, our proposed suturing device in the paper
is modular and consists of a suturing and positioning module,
due to size requirements. Each module can be inserted
through the femoral arteries and assembled within the abdominal aorta. Here, we describe the robotic mechanism
of a large-scale suturing catheter module to demonstrate its
feasibility.
In Section II, procedural steps of an EVAR treatment including the proposed suturing concept is explained. Further, the
requirements for a modular suturing device are summarized.
Section III describes the overall suturing catheter consisting
on a positioning and suturing module. In particular, the
focus of this section is on the suturing mechanism. The
experimental setup inside a phantom testbed and results are
presented in Section IV. Section V lists the achievements of
this work and identifies future steps towards a miniaturized
prototype.

through each femoral artery. Inside the abdominal aorta, the
suturing and positioning catheter modules will join. After
suturing has been performed around the full circumference
inside the aorta, both catheters will be disconnected and
retrieved through the arteries in the groin.
B. Device requirements
To address the clinical needs, the suturing catheter will
need to comply with a number of quantitative requirements:
• The connecting mechanism between the catheter modules should be easily detachable for timely extraction
from the aorta and femoral arteries.
• A suture should keep together the stent-graft and aortic
wall, and withstand pull-out forces that are at least as
large as the pull-out forces of commercially available
self-fixed stent-grafts [28].
• The suturing technique should allow a continuous suture
pattern to prevent Type-I endoleaks.
• The clinician should be able to conduct the suturing
procedure without any visual feedback from outside the
patient’s body.
Allowing the blood circulation to continue during the EVAR
procedure (apart from the short durations when the deployment balloon is inflated within the aorta) would be
an additional advantage of a suturing device. Developing
medical devices that are inserted through the femoral artery
must have a maximum diameter of 7 mm, i.e. the diameter
of each catheter module should be within this limitation. In
this paper, we present a large-scale prototype with a diameter
of 30 mm to proof the concept and feasibility.
III. OVERALL SYSTEM DESIGN
A. Intra-vascular suturing through joining a positioning and
suturing module
The proposed suturing device consists of two modules/parts as shown in Figure 2: a suturing and positioning
catheter module. Each module is mounted onto a catheter tip

II. DEVELOPING A SUTURING DEVICE FOR
EVAR
A. EVAR procedure and suturing concept
During EVAR, a catheter is inserted into an artery in the
groin (called the femoral artery). The catheter is threaded up
into the abdominal aorta, and the stent graft is released from
the catheter. The deployment catheter is removed and the two
modules of our proposed modular suturing device is inserted
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Fig. 2. (a) Top and (b) front view of the suturing catheter made of a
suturing and positioning module.

a full rotation around the shaft of the positioning module.
This prototype is made of Polylactic Acid (PLA) using
an Ultimaker 2. Hence, the tip (anchor) of the positioning
module is entirely rigid. It is envisaged to replace this part
with a soft inflatable robot to allow size reductions to the
diameter of the module’s shaft when inserting and retrieving
this catheter module. This paper focuses, in particular, on
the mechanism of the suturing catheter module which is
explained in the following section.
B. Design of the suturing module

Fig. 3. Exploded view of the suturing catheter module composed of a
needle, looper and an electromagnet to connect to the positioning module.

and inserted through the femoral arteries on each side of the
groin into the abdominal aorta. The large-scale prototype of
the positioning module has a length of 95 mm serving two
purposes: (i) The tip acts as an anchor to the aortic wall and
has a partly hollow, cylindrical structure (diameter: 85 mm)
allowing blood flow during the suturing procedure (as shown
in Figure 2(b)). (ii) The shaft of the positioning module
(diameter: 30 mm) is equipped with an embedded actuated
rotary joint with a small platform made of ferromagnetic
material on one side (see Figure 2). The suturing catheter
module connects to this platform via an electromagnetic
component integrated inside the suturing module. During
the suturing process, the positioning catheter provides a
stable location for the suturing catheter module allowing

As mentioned earlier, the suturing catheter module builds
on our previous work in [27] creating new kinematic structures for a single, one-sided stitching device for industrial
and medical applications. An exploded view of this module
is illustrated in Figure 3. The prototype has a length of
90 mm and diameter of 30 mm. An embedded electromagnet
(Uxcell XRN-XP DC 12 V 2.5 kgf) is integrated into the tip
connecting the suturing module to the ferromagnetic platform
of the positioning module. The needle has a semi-circular
shape rotating via its center point. The eye of the needle is
located at the tip of the needle feeding the suture thread into
the looper. The looper has an arc shape rotating around an
axis passing through the arc center point. Protrusions on the
looper arc secure the suture thread and keep the loop open
so the needle passes inside the loop. The suturing module
is made of Selective Laser Sintering (SLS) fabricated by a
FORMIGA P 110, an industrial 3D printer by EOS.
The suturing module follows a four-step process to perform
one stitch: The default set-up of the module is shown in
Figure 4(a) where the needle is inside the device and a
suture thread is fed through the eye and forms an initial loop
through the looper. The needle then rotates through the tissue
until a reaches the looper where a new loop is created. During
the final step, the needle returns to the default position.
C. Robotic actuation system coordinating suturing sequence

Fig. 4. The sequence of a single stitch performed by the suturing module:
(a) Suture thread loop is fed through the looper and eye of needle when
needle is in the default position; (b) The needle is rotated by 180◦ until the
tip feeds the thread into the looper; (c) The looper creates a loop; (d) The
needle is retrieved from the looper through the new loop until it reaches the
default position.

The suturing and positioning module execute a coordinated procedure to locate each stitch by the suturing module
side by side to feed the needle through the loop of the
previous step and, hence, deliver a continuous suturing
pattern around the artery circumference. The process is as
follows: The suturing module performs a stitch creating a
loop with the suture thread passed through a loop that was
created by the previous stitch as explained in Section IIIB. After a single stitch is executed, the positioning catheter
module moves the suturing catheter module to the next stitch
location where the entire process is repeated.
These sequential steps are implemented into a robotic actuation system and interfaced with the catheter prototype as
shown in Figure 5. Two antagonistic tendons are connected
to each moving part: the needle, looper and rotary shaft.
When a tendon pair is actuated, the respective moving part
rotates (anti-)clockwise. The tendons pass from the catheter
modules through two separate pipes to three unbranded
MG996R 13 kgf.cm (at 4.8 VDC) servomotors (The motors
for the needle and looper mechanisms are labeled M1 and

Fig. 5. Top and front (small figure) view of the large-scale prototype of
the modular suturing catheter: The rotary shaft and suturing mechanism are
tendon-driven and integrated in a pulley system actuated by servomotors.

M2, respectively, the motor for the positioning module M3).
Each servomotor is equipped with a pulley to which the
tendons are fixed to. The pulley diameters for the needle
and looper are 20 mm and 54 mm for the rotary shaft of
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Fig. 6. (a) Control platform schematic composed of an Arduino Uno
R3 development board, three servomotors and potentiometers. (b) The
electromagnet force is controlled by a potentiometer connected to a power
supply.

the positioning module. The electromagnet of the suturing
module is connected to an Aim-TTi CPX400s power supply
providing 12 VDC.
The actuation platform is controlled by an Arduino Uno R3.
Three 1 kΩ linear potentiometers connected to the development board are used to adjust the servomotors’ position. Figure 6 illustrates the setup of the Arduino development board
and the electronic components. The electromagnet force is
controlled directly by the power supply (see Figure 6(b)).
This tendon-driven robotic mechanism is located outside the
patient’s body and ensures the required flexibility when each
module is passed through each femoral artery to the suturing
location inside the aorta.
To perform a series of stitches, the motion of the suturing and
positioning module are coordinated. The integrated actuation
sequence is described by the following procedural steps (see
Algorithm 1):
1) Actuate M1 clockwise: The needle advances from its
default position through the artery wall into the looper.
2) Actuate M2 anticlockwise: The looper releases the
previously created loop.
3) Actuate M2 clockwise: The looper fetches the suture
thread and creates a new loop.
4) Actuate M1 anticlockwise: The needle is retrieved
from the looper and artery wall and moved into the
default position.
5) Actuate M3 clockwise: The suture catheter module
repositions the suture module to the next stitch location.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental setup inside a phantom environment
The large-scale suturing catheter shown in Figure 5 is
experimentally validated inside a large-scale aorta phantom environment. The aortic vessel for the testbed has
Algorithm 1 Actuation sequence to perform a series of
stitches.
1: procedure S UTURING P ROCEDURE
2:
while needle is not passing inside previous loop do
3:
actuate M1 clockwise
4:
end while
5:
while loop is not released do
6:
actuate M2 anticlockwise
7:
end while
8:
while new loop is not formed do
9:
actuate M2 clockwise
10:
end while
11:
while needle is in contact with the artery wall do
12:
actuate M1 anticlockwise
13:
end while
14:
while new stitch location has not reached do
15:
actuate M3 clockwise
16:
end while
17: end procedure

described in Section III-C). Using an electronic scale, the
strength of the suture was measured. The suture was able to
withstand forces of 17.45 N before the suture ruptured.
The experiments showed that the large-scale suturing catheter
is able to successfully perform a suture pattern inside a
phantom vessel. The positioning module provides stability
for the suturing module. Even with a few stitches along
a short length, the suture strength performs better than a
number of self-fixed stent-grafts [28].
Fig. 7. Experimental setup with the suturing catheter inside a phantom
vessel made of Ecoflex R 00-30 silicone. The positioning module is anchored
to the phantom and joined to the suturing module so that the graft sample
can be sutured to the phantom vessel.

a cylindrical shape with a diameter of 80 mm, length of
150 mm and thickness of 2.2 mm. The phantom was made
of Ecoflex R 00-30 silicone (Smooth-On, Inc., Easton, PA), a
material that has been used in literature to mimic the aorta
tissue in testbeds [29]. The suturing device is inserted into
the phantom vessel. The setup is presented in Figure 7.
All experiments are performed with a 5/0 monofilament
polypropylene suture thread. During the suture procedures,
a sample of a Uni-Graft R K DV by B. Braun was used to
be sutured inside the phantom vessel.
B. Experimental results
After the suturing catheter performed a number of stitches,
the phantom vessel was cut along the longitudinal axis to
assess the suture pattern. Figure 8 shows the experimental
results. The catheter performed five stitches along 30 mm
of the vessel circumference. Each stitch has been successfully executed creating a sequence of intersecting loops (as

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented the novel design, development
and testing of a new suturing catheter for EVAR allowing
single-sided suturing in a minimally invasive way. The device
consists of two modules which can be introduced separately
through each femoral artery into the abdominal aorta. Here,
both catheters join via an electro-magnetic connector. The
positioning module provides an anchor and rotary guidance
for the suturing module. A new kinematic suturing structure allows for a single, one-sided stitching procedure. We
demonstrated the feasibility of a large-scale suturing prototype inside a phantom environment successfully performing
sutures which are able to withstand forces of 17.45 N.
As mentioned in Section II-B, strict dimensional requirements are defined for medical devices aiming to be introduced through femoral arteries for in vivo use. Hence, we aim
to reduce this large-scale prototype so that the final diameter
of the catheter is within 7 mm. This includes the creation of a
soft robotic mechanism/structure for the positioning module
(similar to the devices in [30], [31], [32], [33]) that can be
crimped or folded when introducing the catheter into the
femoral artery and, then, deployed inside the aorta. So, by
controlling the pressure inside the soft robotic catheter, the
size can be adapted to different aorta diameters.
During experimental suturing procedures, two failure modes
have been identified: (i) the looper releases the suture thread
before a complete loop has been generated and (ii) the looper
does not release the suture thread. Future work could explore
to embed sensors (similarly to [34], [35]) into the suturing
module to coordinate the sequential steps in a more reliable
way. In addition, a number of experiments will be conducted
to validate the suture with respect to its ability to prevent
Type-I endoleaks, dislocation and pull-out forces [28].
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